
Additional Information for Temporary Tobacco Locations

1. Gambrell Hall-  Front of building facing North Decatur, behind left stairwell on the wall in the patio/sitting area

2. EU Hospital - bottom of hill, directly under the overhead foot bridge that crosses to Clinic A, B, C from the hospital

3. Woodruff Library- to the right side of the building if you are facing it from Goizueta, on the patio/sitting area in the right corner

4. DUC- back of the DUC in the loading dock area- faces the construction site behind it

5. Campus Svs. Building D. - located in the parking lot for "sorority row" behind the buildings

6. Whitehead- Service Dock behind the building to the very end, on the "ramp" side for deliveries

7. 1525 Clifton- at the back of the building, down at the delivery/loading dock area at the left hand corner of the paved lot

8. Yerkes- in a small loading/side lot directly past the parking garage on your left side

9. 1599 Building- in front of the loading dock 

10. 1762 Building - rear of the building, located along the wall between Suite 1000 and the South entrance

11. Wesley Woods- all the way at the back where the Wesley Woods hospital is located, on a covered "patio" type sitting area on the right side of the building 

before you get to the entrance

12. Clairmont Tower- at the loading dock underneath the back side of the building, located on a post directly inside the entrance to the area

13. Math & Science walkway-  at the end of the B. Jones building that faces the Math/Science building, in a fenced in area

14. Plaza at Tarbutton Hall- located directly in front of the Modern Language Building (directly in between the two buildings)

15. Woodruff Residential- turn into the residential parking area, first set of "back doors" located on a small patio sitting area


